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We study the anomalous absorption of radiation which is connected with the parametric excitation of 
high-frequency upper-hybrid and low-frequency ion-sound or lower-hybrid oscillations and which occurs 
when we pump with a slow extraordinary electromagnetic wave which propagates across a magnetic field 
in a plasma. We show that when the wavelength of the pump field is less than some minimum value in 
the region near the threshold "red" and "blue" pump wave satellites are excited under weak coupling 
conditions. When the pump field frequency lies between the electron cyclotron frequency and twice its 
value, the upper hybrid oscillations excited in a rarefied plasma have an anomalous dispersion which 
leads to an energy transfer to excitations with a shorter wavelength in the case of a cascade mechanism 
for the saturation of the parametric instability. In that case the intensity of the blue satellite in the high- 
frequency turbulence spectrum excited under resonance conditions turns out to be of the same order of 
magnitude as the intensity of the Stokes line; this agrees qualitatively with the experimentally observed 
results. 

PACS numbers: 52.25.Ps, 52.35.Hr 

The anomalous absorption occurring during micro- 
wave heating of a plasma in a magnetic field may be 
connected with the parametric excitation of strong 
plasma oscillations. For instance, when we pump with 
a slow extraordinary (SE) electromagnetic wave pro- 
pagating a t  right angles to the external magnetic field 
we observe the excitation of high-frequency upper- 
hybrid (HU) and low-frequency (LF) ion-sound or  lower 
hybrid (LH) oscillations. The spectrum of the high- 
frequency (HF) perturbations then consists of a set  of 
peaks which a r e  spaced a t  the frequency of the LF 
wave. One can explain the existence of such a spec- 
trum by a cascade decay process of HU waves into a 
HU wave with a smaller frequency and LF perturba- 
tions, similar to what happens to Langmuir oscilla- 
tions in an isotropic plasma. 5-7 However, in contrast 
to the results of Refs. 5-7 i t  turned out that in the 

amplitudes of the electrical fields of the satellites the 
non-linear stage of the parametric instability in the 
case of a cascade mechanism for  the saturation of 
the plasma turbulence. We find the stationary values 
of the amplitudes of the satellites in the case of col- 
lisional absorption of the HF waves in their dependence 
on the field strength. We discuss also the effect of 
electron cyclotron absorption in a strong magnetic field. 

In section 3 we give estimates of the magnitude of the 
power absorbed in the plasma and of the effective re- 
laxation length of the pump wave. We discuss the ag- 
reement of the theory developed here with the experi- 
mentally observed results. 

1. CONDITIONS FOR THE EXCITATION OF PLASMA 
OSCILLATIONS WITH AN ANOMALOUS DISPERSION 

region near the threshold there may appear in the HU We consider a situation which is often encountered in 
perturbations spectrum a "blue" satellite as well as experiments when vhf radiation in the form of an SE 
the "red" peaks (i.e., waves with frequencies lower wave (a pump wave of frequency wo and wavevector 
than the pumping frequency). Its existence is con- 

&) propagates in the plasma at  right angles to the ex- 
nected with the finite value of the wavelength of the 
pump field. The HU oscillations excited by the SE 

ternal magnetic field Bo (& LBO). The SE wave is then 
polarized in such a way that i t s  electrical field vector 

wave have an anomalous dispersion and this also leads Eo lies in the plane perpendicular to the external mag- 
to an effect which differs from the characteristics for netic field: 
Langmuir waves with which we compare energy 
transfer in the direction of shorter wavelengths. 

The paper is divided into three sections. In section 1 
we consider the linear stage of the parametric instab- 
ility in the field of the SE wave. We show that when 
we take the finite wavelength of the pump field into 
account there is realized a situation different from the 
ones studied earlier and it is possible to satisfy sim- 
ultaneously resonance conditions for red and blue sat- 
ellites. We find the growth rates and threshold values 
of the fields for the excitation of the Stokes and anti- 
Stokes satellites of the pump wave in the case of ion- 
sound and lower-hybrid LF perturbations. 

In section 2 we study for the determination of the 

Here w,, and ae a r e  the electron Langmuir and gyro- 
frequencies and wH = (wi, + Q;)''~ is the upper hybrid 
resonance frequency. 

For an elucidation of the conditions for the excitation 
of LF potential plasma oscillations with frequency w 
and wavevector k by the pump wave (1) we turn to the 
dispersion relation obtained in the paper by Pustovalov 
and one of the present authors8 from which we find 
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using standard procedures 

In Eq. (2), e and rn are  the electron charge and mass, 
66,. , are  the partial electron and ion plasma dielectric 
permittivities, &= 1 + 6ce + 6ci, the polarization factors 
a and b a re  defined by the equations 

y is the growth rate of the parametric instability. The 
external magnetic field Bo is directed along the Z- 
axis and the pump wavevector along the Y-axis;e,, 
and e,, a re  unit vectors along the X- and Y-axes of 
the system of coordinates used here. 

In the limit ko = 0 the dispersion relation (2) is the 
same a s  the equation for potential perturbations of a 
plasma in the field of a linearly polarized (a = 1, b 
= ~2,w;') wave (see Refs. 9, lo). 

It turns out to be important for the effect discussed 
below to take into account the fact that the pump wave 
has a large, but finite wavelength, ko << k. This al- 
lows us to write the resonance denominators in Eq. (2) 
in the form 

e  ( u + o , +  iy, k+ko)  = 
ae' ( a o ,  k) 

am0 
[Aa ,+Q+i (y+v )  I ,  

ae' (mo, k )  (3) 
e  (a-oo+iy ,  k-kJ = [ A o a - Q - i ( y + ~ )  I, 

4 a 0  

where the mismatch Awo is equal to 

and y=cn(wo, k)(8&{/8wO)-' is the damping rate of the 
HF wave. 

It is important that in the resonance denominators in 
(3) in the case of excitation by a finite wavelength pump 
wave there occurs the shifted frequency of the LF 
field 

Substituting the expansion (3) into the dispersion Eq. 
(2) and separating the real and imaginary parts we get 
the equations determining the frequency w(k): 

and the growth rate y(k) for the excitation of the plasma 
oscillations: 

Here y,= cl'(w, k)(8ct(w, k)/8w)-' is the damping rate of 
the LF wave. 

It follows from (7) that the pump wave (1) excites 
plasma oscillations in the following range of mis- 
matches Awo and frequencies 51: 

The maximum growth rate y(k) is reached in the case 
of decay conditions Aw,, = 51 when the real part of the 
plasma dielectric permittivity vanishes a t  high fre- 
quencies. The minimum threshold for pumping Eomln 
occurs then for plasma waves propagating along the 
Y-axis: (n. %I2= 1. The high-frequency decay prod- 
ucts of the pumping-potential HU oscillations-in a 
rarefied plasma, wie <362:, have an anomalous disper- 
sion: 

and thanks to that the decay of the pump wave (1) con- 
sidered by us turns out to be possible; the mismatch 
(4) is then equal to 

and the frequency (5) has the form 

The angle 9 between the wavevector k and the magnetic 
field Bo is here close to i r ( 8  = i n  - As, A8 << 81, and 
vre is the electron thermal velocity. 

In experiments ion-sound oscillations with frequency4 
w, = kv,(v,: sound velocity) o r  LH oscillations3 with 
frequency 

(w,, and 62, a re  the ion Langmuir and gyro-frequencies) 
a re  registered a s  LF decay products. In what follows 
we consider ion-sound LF oscillations; a t  the end of 
the section we shall say something about the change in 
the obtained results when we apply them to LH oscilla- 
tions. 

According to (7) the minimum threshold field (for 
y = 0) for which ion-sound oscillations must be excited 
with a frequency less  than the ion Langmuir frequency 
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is determined by the relation1) (n, is the electron den- 
sity in the plasma) 

In Eq. (11) T, is the temperature of the plasma elec- 
trons and n, the Boltzmann constant. The contribution 
from the ion-ion collisions to the ion-sound damping 
rate turns out to be negligibly small as compared to the 
Landau damping. For a comparison we note that 
ion-ion collisions make a considerable contribution to 
the damping of slow magneto-acoustic waves with a 
spectrum w = b.1 cos81. The corresponding threshold 
fields for the excitation of such oscillations a r e  ap- 
preciably higher than the threshold field (11) and the 
slow magneto-acoustic waves a r e  therefore not ob- 
served experimentally. 

The damping rate of the HF waves for small, but 
finite values of the component k,(k,<< k,) of the wave- 
vector k along the direction of the magnetic field Bo 

mgf k2vr.' x exp - ) +-exp (- { ( 2 ( k ~ . . ) ~  coszO ZIl. 2 (kv,,)' cosz 0 

is (for a given value of I cos8 1) determined by the elec- 
tron-ion collisions with frequency v,, in the wavelength 
region k < k,,(k,, is defined by the contributions of the 
collisional and the collisionless absorption to Eq. (12) 
being equal). For shorter wavelengths k >k,, the col- 
lisionless absorption makes the main contribution to 
the damping (12). 

In strong magnetic fields 51; >> wi, (which is ,  for in- 
stance, realized in toroidal apparatus1') collisionless 
absorption of HF waves occurs due to electron cyclo- 
tron absorption which is important when kg > kc ,, where 
(r,, is the electron Debye radius) 

1 w0;lQ.l ( , n n X ~ : ( ~ . - I Q . I )  ( ~ 0 + 1 4 1 ) 2  -* 
k' .' = -- 

r ~ .  2 W L .  ~V. ,O~. ' (W;+CL~)  
] , (13) 

while the HF waves excited a t  the threshold of the para- 
metric instability have k, = kg ,,, < k ,.,, where 

i 0,-IP,I n ' " o ~ ( o ~ - 1 8 . 1 )  ( 0 ~ + 1 ~ . 1 ) ~  
k z m f . = - 7 ~  ro. 2 0 ~ .  v.,uL.t (Otfh2.t) } (14) 

The condition for the build-up of plasma oscillations 
Awo = 51 (decay condition) determines, depending on the 
sign of the scalar product k -  ko for an arbitrary angle 9, 
two values, kl and k2, of the wavevectors of the plasma 
waves. For instance, when ion-sound oscillations with 
( n  . no)' propagate at almost right angles to the magnetic 
field (AI~)'<< 3(kv,,)'~@;~Iw~- 451:l-l) we have 

+ (02-anz)  (02-48.') 
~ u T : o L :  

(15) 

The plasma oscillations with wavevector k = k2 a re  
characterized by the minimum threshold field Eo ,,, 

obtained from (11) in which the ratio 7/251(k2) is neg- 
ligibly small. In that case the condition Awo = 51 2 w(k2) 
is the usual condition for the decay of the pump wave 
into a red satellite and ion sound with frequency w(k2). 
A new circumstance for the theory of parametric ex- 
citation of plasma waves is the possibility of the ex- 
citation of a blue satellite in the region near threshold. 
It turns out that for oscillations with wavevector k =  kl 
and when we take the spatial dispersion of a pump wave 
of frequency (10) into account, n(kl) is lowered and be- 
comes comparable to the HF damping rate 'L. (i. e . ,  ;/ 
251(kl) - 1, while the weak coupling condition w(kl) 
>> p, y i s  not violated) when 

v.-p/2k, 4Qe2-02 
k,,," =---- 0 0  . 

3vr.Z 002-92 

According to the f i rs t  of Eqs. (3) the condition I Awe I 
- 1511 - 5 corresponds to the resonance condition for 
the excitation of the blue satellite. Its frequency dif- 
f e r s  from the frequency wo of the pump wave by the 
frequency w(kl) of the ion sound. Both the blue sat- 
ellite and the accompanying ion sound with k = k1 
propagate in the direction opposite to that of the pump 
wave, similar to what takes place for induced Raman 
scattering of laser  radiation in a plasma. l2  The thres- 
hold field (11) necessary for the appearance of a blue 
satellite in the plasma turbulence spectrum is larger 
by a factor d2 (for y =  251(k1) than the minimum thres- 
hold field E,, ,,(k2); such a field value can easily be 
reached and even be exceeded experimentally (see, 
e.g., Ref. 4). 

In the growth rate for plasma oscillations with wave- 
numbers (15), written down for the near-threshold 
region: 

we have taken into account the pump polarization and the 
possibility for the occurrence of an anti-Stokes line. 
For  oscillations with a wavevector k =  kl Eq. (16) is 
valid in weak pump fields 

If the pump is strong so that 

E02 2- 001 0 0 ~ - 0 8 ~  

16nnsxBTe Qeaw.w~: (m) max {y.' (y.+4QZ), P2(P2+40') 1, 

the growth rate y(kl) is determined by the formula 

(17) 
The growth ra tes  of plasma oscillations propagating at 

an arbitrary angle + ( x ,  no) to the pump wave a re  ob- 
tained from (16) and (17) by replacing E:, by 

in the field terms. The decay values of the wavevectors 
kl and k2 a re  in that case determined by Eq. (15) where 
we use I (k, . x) 1 instead of the quantity ko while the res- 
onance condition I i2(kl) I = 5/2 for the excitation of the 
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blue satellite takes the form 

The minimum threshold field for the excitation of the 
parametric instability corresponds as  before to a LF 
perturbation with wavevector k2 along the Y-axis 
[(xz - H . ~ ) ~ =  11. The threshold field for the excitation of 
oscillations with wavevector k = kl is a minimum when 
k, Il ko for negative mismatches Awo(kl) <O correspond- 
ing to oscillations with 

In the opposite case of positive mismatched hw,(kl) 
>O the threshold field E,,(kl) reaches i ts smallest 
value for an angle *(no, x,) given by the relation 

We show now how Eqs. (11) to (17) change in the case 
when we consider not ion-sound waves but LF lower 
hybrid oscillations propagating across the external 
magnetic field ( ~ 3 ) ~  << wii LO;:. The threshold field 
for decay wavenumbers 

differs by a factor yLwLk:(y,~,k~)-' (see Ref. 1'3) from 
E: ,,, given by Eq. (11). In the damping rate yL of the 
LH oscillations we have then taken into account not 
only the collisional absorption but also Landau damp- 
ing by ions (w,, >> 52,): 

The contribution from the latter is important for 
wavenumbers k >k,, , (rD, is the ion Debye radius) where 

which a re  larger than the decay wavenumbers klSzfor 
a not too small ratio rie/rii: 

The resonance condition 251(kl) - y for the excitation 
of a blue satellite is realized for the minimum value of 
the magnitude of the pump field wavenumber 

and Eqs. (16) and (17) a r e  valid as before for the growth 
rates of the parametric instability in the near-thresh- 
old region; in these equations we must take into ac- 
count the factor ( k L ~ > 2 ( ~ , ~ L ) - 1  in the field terms and 
replace Y, by YP 

2. THE SPECTRUM OF . THE . TURBULENT PLASMA 
WAVES 

In the preceding section we showed that when the field 
of the SE wave exceeds the threshold value (11) HF 

oscillations (of the Stokes and the anti-Stokes line) a r e  
built up in the plasma in the frequency range of the 
order of the electron gyro- and ion-sound frequencies. 
Energy is transferred from the SE wave to the HF os- 
cillations and to ion sound until saturation sets in. The 
available experimental data allow us to establish that 
in a wide range of frequencies and wavenumbers sat- 
uration of the instability occurs due to cascade pro- 
cesses. Experiments s h o ~ ~ - ~  that the stationary spec- 
tral  distribution of the HF plasma oscillations has a 
clearly distinguishable peak structure while in the spec- 
trum of the turbulent plasma waves there a re  not only 
red peaks but also a blue satellite. 

This framework agrees with the non-linear theory 
developed in what follows as  a starting point of which 
we have taken the eqaations for the aon-linear inter- 
action between the HF waves 

and the LF waves in the plasma 

XEj(or1, kt') Ep(of" ,  k,")6 (0 . -w'-oN) 6 (k,-k'-ktr)= 0. (20) 

In Eqs. (19) and (20) Mi, is the Maxwell tensor, Sf,, the 
nonlinear dielectric permittivity tensor, and the in- 
dexes I and s refer to the HF and LF waves. Under the 
conditions considered by us the main contribution to 
saturation comes from the HF waves for the amplitudes 
of which we get, using (19) and (20) (in what follows we 
have dropped the indexes I of the frequencies) 

Combinations of the high frequencies wM and w m  

give in this equation a low frequency: I wrl+ wr"l M lwsf . 
In the case of a weak coupling between the pump and 
the plasma waves [y <max(f, y,)] we can write the HF 
fields in (21) in the form of a set  of n monochromatic 
lines: 

i 
E j ( a , k ) =  IE , (L )~ (~ -u (L ) )+E~(~ . )~ (o+@(~~) )  1, 

where the k,, determined by the energy and momentum 
conservation laws for the interacting waves. There 
ar ises  then from (21) a system for the Stokes (red 
satellite) lines of second and higher order (n 3 2): 

M,,(o., k.)E,. + l/ ,Si,p(o.,  o~"'+o~")~,(o'"'+o"')S,.(o'"'f o'", @'") 

The interaction between the HF and the pumping fields 
leads to the necessity to take into account (apart from 
the terms on theleft-hand side of (20) for n=*1) in the 
equation for the first-order Stokes line also the term 

1 Eo&om.E7 ( 0 , )  -SijP(0', 0 1 - 0 0 )  (k i -L.)p(ki-L.)q S, . (wl-0,  w.) . l k  a 

4 E (01-00, kg-ko) 1-  O l 2  
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and the term 

and also the analogous terms in the equation for the blue 
satellite in which wl, kl a r e  replaced by w - ~ ,  k-l. 

These equations can be considerably simplified if  we 
take into account the fact that we a r e  dealing with po- 
tential waves and use the dispersion Laws of the inter- 
acting plasma oscillations. For  instance, for potential 
plasma waves with wavevectors (15) along the Y-axis 
we find that the rate for the systematic change of the 
amplitude A,, = ~,,(w:, - of the n-th order Stokes 
line is determined by the damping of this line and 
the balance between a flow of energy from the n-1st 
and a sink into the n + 1st line (n 2 2): 

1 ~AI. 1 - -=-- + EenIAl  n-l12-El ,+iiAl .+I12. (23) 
y,. d t  El. 

Here 

and 

a re  the renormalized damping rates of the HF and ion- 
sound waves. 

The cascade (23) in the turbulence spectrum is con- 
tinued downwards along the frequencies w,, down to 
the line n=N,  the intensity of which is less than the 
threshold value; then 

The change in the amplitude A,, of the f i rs t  red sat- 
ellite is connected with the influx of energy from the 
pump wave A,, = b~, , (w~ - a:)-'12 and from the blue sat- 
ellite, and also with the expenditure of energy on the 
excitation of the second-order Stokes line (23): 

Similarly we get for the amplitude A,-1 of the blue sat- 
ellite 

In Eqs. (23) to (26) 

the indexes sn and In indicate, respectively, LF and HF 
waves in the cascade processes 

"of "11+0,%, OO+O.$*OI-~~ OI-I*OLI+U.I, 
ol,"ol*+o.., . . . , o1,==o, .+,+on ,,+,. 

In Eq. (26) for the blue satellite there is, apart from 

the decay terms corresponding to the interaction of HF 
and ion-sound waves, a term (the last  one) which takes 
into account the interaction of HF waves through os- 
cillations with a frequency well below the ion-sound 
frequency. The contribution from this last  term in 
(26) is the smaller the better the resonance conditions 
for the excitation of the blue satellite a r e  satisfied. 
One can neglect this term when w~l(k,v,,y)-'<< 1 which 
is, for instance, satisfied under the conditions k, 
= ko ,in. 

In that stage of the excitation of plasma oscillations 
when the amplitudes of the blue and the red satellites 
a re  linearly coupled through the pumping one can 
determine from Eqs. (25) and (26) the growth rates 
and threshold fields which were considered in detail 
in the preceding section. 

In the saturation stage a stationary (dA,,/dt = 0) 
plasma turbulence state is established. Equations (23) 
and (24) a r e  then simply recurrence relations for the 
real stationary amplitudes A,, of the system of second- 
and higher-order red peaks. Equations (25) and (26) 
determine the amplitudes of the red satellite: 

and of the blue satellite: 

which a re  nonlinearly coupled through the amplitude 
A,, of the pump wave. 

In the se t  of red peaks the intensities of the even 
modes a r e  (for an odd number of N HF and LF wave 
pairs) given by the relations (see Ref. 6) 

A I- 
&a n- t r~+i )  

A:~-(U+~) = (t N - I m ~  X--am)-lII 
,I-0 P-0 

E a  N-I(P+O 

In particular, the intensity of the second-order Stokes 
line equals 

Knowing the intensity (30) of this line we can use 
Eqs. (27) and (28) to find the amplitudes of the red All 
and of the blue Atmi satellites and afterwards by using 
the stationary recurrence relation (23) the amplitudes 
of the odd-order modes: 

A-i " E a a - Z P  I- i 6. U-tp 

A ~ Z + ~ = -  z (gl 1L-2m~. zk-lm+i)-l a- + n-. 
9-0 9-0 

E. *A-aP+' 
P-'J 

E. a-.9+i 

Equations (26) for an even number of N peaks in the 
spectrum determine the amplitudes of the odd modes 
and, hence, the intensity of the first-order Stokes 
line : 

(N-a)/a (n-s)/z-m 
Es N - ( z ~ + i )  

At,'= ( e l N - Z m E a ~ - l m ) - ~  n -. 
6. N-ZtPt l ,  

(32) 
m-0 P-0 
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We can in this case use Eqs. (27), (28), and (32) to find 
the amplitude of the blue satellite: 

and also the intensities of the second- and higher-order 
Stokes lines which a re  connected through the re- 
currence relations. 

In a laboratory plasma conditions a re  often realized 
when the damping of HF waves is caused by electron- - 
ion collisions y -  v,, , i.e., 5,, = ti, and the dissipation 
of ion sound by Landau absorption: t,, = 5,. In that 
case, the relations given above which detecmine the 
spectrum of the plasma oscillations can be. simplified. 
For instance, in a spectrum consisting of an odd num- 
ber of N peaks we have for the intensities of the f i rs t  
two red satellites 

and for the intensity of the anti-Stokes line: 

A1:'- (At-  -- 
s f  2 E - E I  I I 

N-I -" 
x [ - I + A . ~ . & ~  (AA.&~--) 2 ( A 3 . b + t 1 ) - ' 1 .  (35) 

In a spectrum of an even number of red peaks the in- 
tensities of the satellites a re  not given by (34) and (35) 
but by the relations 

Estimates show that the difference between the series 
of peaks with an even or  an odd number N>> 1 of modes 
which is connected with the choice of the boundary value 
A,, is insignificant. The intensity of the higher-order 
red peaks decreases linearly with increasing number 
n (i.e., in the direction of decreasing frequency w,) 
similarly to what happens in an isotropic plasma5o7 for 
Langmuir waves with normal dispersion. When one is 
well above threshold, p2 = E;Ei;,(k2) >> f -' the total 
number of red peaks N W  1.23 P ; i t  then follows from 
Eqs. (34) to (36) that the intensity of the red satellite 
E:, ~ 0 . 6 1 3  b2E;, is roughly 2.62 times larger than the 
intensity of the blue peak, 

Equations (24) to (36) are also valid for lower-hybrid 
LF perturbations provided we replace rDe by kil in the 
quantity t,, and use instead of the quantity 2, the quan- 
tity tan: 

The HF waves excited in secondary instabilities also 
have an anomalous dispersion. Hence the pumping 
energy goes during the relay transfer over into plasma 
oscillations with shorter wavelengths (i. e. ,  in more 
fine-scaled perturbations) where collisionless absorp- 
tion of HF waves becomes important. In a strong mag- 

netic field this manifests itself in that the components 
of t h e  wavevectors along the direction of the magnetic 
field k, of the plasma waves excited in the secondary 
instability a r e  given by Eqs (14) in which one must re- 
place wo by w,n,l. When the frequency w,, decreases 
(i.e., when n increases) the quantities k, change little 
and the inequality k,,< k,,,(n) remains valid [k,,,(n) i s  
given by Eq. (19) with w, rep1aced.b~ w ,,,]. The way 
the intensities Af, change i s  in that case determined by 
Eq. (23) which for a small change in the wavenumber 
k, of number n ,  

can be written in differential form 

Neglecting the difference between k, and k, ,,, we 
find from Eq. (38) that a violation of the linear law of 
change of the intensities occurs only for large n -kih-': 

n-2 I  (n- I )  A 
A ~ , , ~ = A ~ ~  - - ( t+g(kz  mim) 1- 

2 E s f l  

If the frequency of the external field differs from the 
HF frequency by an amount 6wo = w, - wo comparable 
to 

the long-wavelength ion-sound oscillations with k, 
w k,,,, a r e  strongly damped. For  such a detwing 
weakly damped ion sound is excited for s m d l e r  values 
of the angles 9 and the threshold values of the fields 
exceed in that case the quantity Eo ,,,(k,,,,) corres- 
ponding to Eq. (11). 

For  a plasma oscillations excited when the mismatch 
is negative, Aoo(kl) <0, in the non-linear stage of the 
development of the parametric instability one must 
take into account the non-linear frequency shift 

which leads to a decrease in the magnitude of the de- 
tuning ]hwo(kl) I when the energy of the plasma noise 
increases and, hence, to an increase in the threshold 
value of the field ~:,(k,) and a stabilization of the in- 
stability. The stationary value of the energy of the 
plasma oscillations 

El' =, c ~ l  { I A O . ( ~ , )  l - - ( ~ : ~ ~ , . ( k . ) - l ) - " ' ) .  9 (41) 
32n%%~(T.+T~) or. 2 

which is in that case determined from the condition E: 
= E:,(] hwO(kl) 1 + 6w,) is bounded from above at the 
level 

the maximum noise level, which is reached in cascade 
processes when we a r e  well above threshold N>> 1. 
Thus, for a pump wavenumber 
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which corresponds to Awo(ki) = -*? the maximum num- 
ber N of peaks for oscillations with wavevectors k = k i  
along the-y-axis does not exceed the magnitude N,, 
" Wf/2y;'/2. 

In concluding this section we make a few remarks 
about the integrated intensity of the blue satellite. We 
showed above that in directions close to the direction 
of propagation of the pump wave, when we a re  when 
well above threshold, fi2 -N>> f -', the f i rs t  red and blue 
lines a re  of the same order in the spectrum of the 
plasma turbulence. However, if we a re  well above 
threshold the red satellite will be excited in the whole 
range of angles between k, and E, and the phase volume 
necessary for the blue satellite is for ko =k, ,,, deter- 
mined by the interval of small angles near the direction 
of k, and is smaller by a factor (;/w,)'12 then the phase 
volume for the Stokes line. When ko increases the 
phase volume for the blue satellite increases and this 
enhances the possibility to observe it. 

3. DISCUSSION O f  THE RESULTS AND COMPARISON 
WITH EXPERIMENTS 

We showed in the preceding sections that an SE wave 
with a field strength Eo above the minimum Eo ,,, prop- 
agating across the magnetic field in a plasma leads to 
a parametric instability. The anomalous absorption 
of the pump wave connected with it is characterized by 
an effective collision frequency v,,, = yE;Ei2 which en- 
ables us to estimate the magnitude of the power ab- 
sorbed per unit volume in the plasma Q= (4n)-'v,,E;, 
When we a re  just above threshold, when y < max(y,, y), 
i t  follows from Eqs. (34) to (36) that 

In the opposite limit of being well above threshold, 
i.e., when y>> (f ,~ , ) ,  we get by using the results of the 
paper by Bychenkov et at.,? applied to our situation, 
the following estimate for the quantity Q: 

(E(k) and K(k) a r e  complete elliptical integrals, kJ2 
= a2b*, k2 = 1 - k"). The effective relaxation length of 
the pump wave 

Zeff=c(2uasao)I(' (uoaL.61.v.ff) -i 

(c is the velocity of light in vacuo) then shortens with 
decreasing mismatch bw,= w, - w,, i.e., when we ap - 
proach the point of the upper hybrid resonance. 

At the limit of the applicability of the weak coupling 
conditions v,,,- 2w,- 2y for ion-sound L F  perturbations 
with wavenumbers (15) we get for 6wowi1 >> u:O:/vgewL 
the simple estimate 

Under the conditions of thermonuclear reactors where 
the instability considered by us  will develop in the 
plasma volume included between the cyclotron absorp- 
tion and the linear SE wave transformation surfaces, 
I, , ,  is for typical plasma parameters (0:~: = 4, 6wOwi1 
w 0.1, w,= 51, = w, sec'l) three orders of magnitude 
smaller than the characteristic size of the plasma in- 
homogeneity for a radius d = l @  cm which indicates the 
high efficiency of the parametric absorption of vhf 
radiation. 

In a laboratory plasma a situation close to the one 
considered i n  the present paper has been observed by 
Albers et ~ 1 . ~  Ion sound with a frequency w, = 3.45 
x lo7 sec" and oscillations with a frequency close to 
that of the upper hybrid wave were in that experiment 
excited in the plasma as a result of the action of an 
SE pump wave of frequency w, = 1.45 x 10" sec-'. For 
a magnetic field B,= 520 gauss found in the experiment 
the pump wave frequency w, was lying in the interval 
between the electron gyro-frequency ne= 0.92 x 10" 
sec-' and twice the gryo-frequency 2S2,. The wave- 
number of the pump field determined from the disper- 
sion law n2(wJ, k, = 0.23 to 0.5 cm-' differs by more than 
two orders  from the measured value k, = 96 cm" of the 
component of the wavevector k a t  right angles of the 
magnetic field B, while a measurement of the longi- 
tudinal component of the wavevector k,, = 6 cm" shows 
that the phase velocity of the LF waves along the mag- 
netic field is less  than the electron thermal velocity. 

For typical plasma parameters in the experiment 
(n, = 7 x loi0 cm", T, w 3 eV) the collisionless absorp- 
tion of the HF modes is unimportant; an estimate of 
the minimum threshold field (11) gives a magnitude 
EOmin= 10 ~ / c m  while changes in the geometric dim- 
ensions of the plasma within wide limits did not affect 
the plasma turbulence parameters. The spectrum of 
the HF oscillations in the stationary state consisted 
of a ser ies  of red peaks and a blue satellite and al- 
ready for p2 2 3  the ratio E;,/E: remained unchanged 
with increasing E: which corresponds to our estimate. 
The value of the mismatch AW,~,) ,  evaluated under the 
experimental conditio~s,  turns out to be of the order of 
the HF damping ra te  y = lo5 sec-', i.e., the excitation 
of the blue satellite occurred in the work by Albers 
et u Z . ~  under resonance conditions. 

'Qquation (11) differs from the results of Porkolab's paper' by 
the last two factors which take into account, respectively, t k  
polarization of the pump (1) and the presence of a blue satel- 
lite in the turbulence spectrum. 
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Thermal runaway and convective heat transport by fast 
electrons in a plasma 

A. V. Gurevich and Ya. N. lstomin 
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The distribution of the electron velocities in an inhomogeneously heated fully ionized plasma is 
investigated. It is shown that the fast growth of the mean free path with increasing energy gives rise to 
thermal runaway of the electrons-an abrupt growth of the number of fast electrons in the region of the 
cold plasma. The electron distribution function has a double Maxwellian character, i.e., it is characterized 
by two electron temperatures. The higher temperature is pwessed by the fast electrons. Critical 
discontinuities appear, namely unusual types of discontinuities of the distribution function. The structure 
of the kinetic discontinuity is investigated. It is shown that besides the usual heat flux there appears a 
convective energy flux carried by the fast electrons. At not too small temperature gradients, the 
convective transport plays the principal part. 

PACS numbers: 52.25.Fi, 52.50.Gj 

1. INTRODUCTION move freely between the regions with mbstantially dif- 
ferent temperatures. This leads to a.strong distortion 

The mean free path of electrons in a plasma increases of the distribution function. In particular, the number 
rapidly with increasing electron energy. Consequently of high-energy electrons in the region of the cold plasma 
the coupling between the energetic electrons and the increases sharply. This phenomenon can naturally be 
plasma is very weak and even small forces cause a con- called thermal runaway of the electrons. The present 
siderable deviation of their distribution from equili- paper is  devoted to its investigation. 
brium. For example, even in a weak constant electric 
field the electron distribution function becomes strongly It is important that electrons with energy E Z E ,  carry 
distorted in the region of high velocities, and a flux of heat by convection. Thus, so to speak, two heat fluxes 
runaway electrons i s  produced.' are produced. One is by usual thermal conductivity and 

Similar distortions of the distribution functions can 
arise also in the presence of electron-temperature 
gradients. Indeed, assume that in a given direction x 
there is present in the plasma a rather weak electron- 
temperature gradient 

Here I ,  is the mean free path of the thermal electrons. 
The temperature gradient (1) produces, naturally, only 
a small perturbation of the equilibrium distribution of 
the electrons in the principal (thermal) velocity region. 
For fast particles, however, the situation is  substan- 
tially different. Their mean free path increases: 1, 
= I , ( & / T , ) ~ ,  so that electrons with rmfficiently high en- 
era '  

i s  due mainly to the electrons with low energies & 

s 10T,. The second flux i s  convective and due to fast 
electrons E z &,. At a sufficiently small electron-tem- 
perature gradient y <y,= lo-' the principal role is played 
by the thermal conductivity. At y >y, ,  on the contrary, 
the convective transport i s  more important. In this 
case the deformation of the distribution function exerts 
a decisive influence on the heat transport in the plasma, 
which proceeds mainly via convection by the fast elec- 
trons. It has a kinetic character and cannot be describ- 
ed within the framework of ordinary transport theory. 

In the present paper we confine ourselves to plasma 
electrons; effects of similar type are typical, however, 
also of ions. We note also that, as shown in Ref. 2, 
perfectly analogous phenomena arise in transverse 
transport of supertrapped electrons and ions in toroidal 
magnetic traps. 
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